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MAKING THE MOST OF
AFRICA’S REGIONAL
ECONOMIES

A major obstacle for
development in Africa
is the lack of any true
regionalization. Road
systems often stop at
borders, rail gauges
don’t match up from
country to country,
and customs duties
are to be collected
at every border,
and often inside
borders, backing up
Stephen Hayes
truck traffic for days
or longer. Ultimately, it often costs more
to truck goods a few hundred miles than
it does to fly the same goods from one
continent to another, making the costs of
doing business often prohibitive to potential
investors. Currencies are not always easily
convertible and the ability to use IT systems
sometimes stops at the border as well.
These differences also make some countries
private sector an essential role in the policy too small for investment, as the customer
dialogue.
base, lacking a broad middle class, is
insufficient for major investment. The
In the days before this year’s ministerial
population of a region, under the same
sessions, CCA and the Ethiopian Chamber
economic principles, however, does create
of Commerce and Sector Associations
larger scale markets that would entice more
(ECCSA) jointly hosted the Private
investment.
Sector Session, themed “Sustainable
Transformation through Trade and
Africa is divided into several economic
Technology.” The Private Sector forum
communities, with the major ones being the
attracted more than 400 participants
Southern Africa Development Community
and included six sessions and several
(SADC), the Common Market of East and
side events, with discussions focused
Southern Africa (COMESA), the Economic
on intellectual property, the African ICT
Community of West African States
revolution, cross-sector supply chains,
(ECOWAS), the Central African Economic
intra-Africa trade, the “Power Africa”
Community (CEMAC) and the Maghreb
initiative and AGOA beyond market access. Union of the North African countries.
Several countries belong to more than one
The first day kicked-off with a discussion
Continued on next page... economic community in an attempt to
garner benefits of each.
In some cases the commonalities of the
economic community are not easy to
distinguish. For instance, COMESA runs
from Egypt to Zimbabwe and Zambia,
essentially covering half of the continent.

A GREATER PRIVATE SECTOR VOICE
IN U.S.-AFRICA TRADE POLICY:
THE 2013 AGOA FORUM
At the 2013 African Growth and
Opportunity Act (AGOA) Forum, which was
held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia from August
9-13, CCA helped provide the private
sector a voice in U.S.-Africa trade dialogue
that has been unprecedented at AGOA
discussions in recent years. AGOA, the
cornerstone of U.S. trade policy with Africa
since 2000, builds on existing U.S. trade
programs by expanding duty-free access
to the U.S. market to African countries
– provided they meet requirements that
include working to improve rule of law,
human rights and core labor standards. The
U.S. government holds ministerial meetings
with AGOA-eligible African countries every
two years on the continent, and CCA is
consistently chosen to be the coordinating
body for these meetings to give the U.S.

Continued on page 7...

A GREATER PRIVATE SECTOR VOICE IN U.S.-AFRICA TRADE POLICY: THE 2013 AGOA FORUM ...continued from front page.
of the unique role intellectual property
plays in protecting innovation across the
continent and ensuring African and U.S.
innovation is safeguarded and rewarded.
As a crosscutting theme of the forum,
technology was key to this discussion and
was complemented by a following panel
on the ICT revolution in Africa. Themes
highlighted in this discussion included how
the private sector can play a fundamental
role in collaboration with governments
to ensure technological innovation is
protected, developed, and utilized as
catalyst of trade and development.
Additional panels highlighted the
importance of supply chains and
intra-Africa trade in developing the
domestic capacity of African markets
to take advantage of the market access
opportunities presented under AGOA.
The panels also touched on the growing
need for the U.S. and Africa to cooperate
on providing sustainable energy solutions

to the continent’s growing economies.
Panelists showcased how the recently
announced “Power Africa Initiative” of the
U.S. Government offers an opportunity for
the private sector to play a pivotal role in
providing the continent with more reliable
and affordable electricity. Power Africa is a
commitment by U.S. Government agencies
to use a mix of natural gas and renewable
resources to effectively power off-grid and

mini-grid networks, along with traditional
energy markets in Africa.
Beyond the private sector sessions at the
Forum, CCA’s U.S.-Africa Business Center
(USABC) also hosted a special session
to launch its new website and online
directory. Partner associations from the
U.S. and Africa, including ECCSA, the U.S.
Minority Business Development Agency,
and the East African Business Council
highlighted the benefits of the new USABC
portal. CCA also played an active role in
organizing private side-meetings with select
high-level U.S. and Ethiopian government
officials, as well as in co-hosting a special
business-to-business networking session
with the U.S. State Department’s African
Women’s Entrepreneurship Program, known
widely as “AWEP.”
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The AGOA Forum proved to be a great
success in providing the U.S. private
sector with unprecedented access to the
full AGOA forum, as U.S. and African
companies played a larger role in the
ministerial sessions than in past years.
The increased role of the private sector in
the policy dialogue can be attributed in
large part to CCA and its ongoing efforts
to promote trade and investment between
Africa and the U.S.

USABC
PARTNER
SPOTLIGHT:
ADDIS ABADA
CHAMBER
OF
COMMERCE
AND
SECTORAL
ASSOCIATIONS

OCTOBER 8-11, 2013 CHICAGO, IL

The Corporate Council on Africa’s 9th Biennial U.S.-Africa Business Summit will take place October 8-11, 2013
at the McCormick Place Convention Center in Chicago, Illinois. Since 1997, CCA’s U.S.-Africa Business Summit
C

has been regarded as an essential conference for anyone looking to do business in Africa.
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▲

Obtain information on the latest trade and investment opportunities in Africa’s most promising sectors
including agribusiness, energy, health, infrastructure, capacity building, security, ICT and finance

▲

Network with as many as 1,500 key African and U.S. private sector and government representatives

▲

Learn from a wide-array of industry-specific and country-focused informational sessions

▲

Explore new business opportunities by identifying specific growth areas and projects

▲

Discover the latest financing options

▲

Meet potential business partners

▲

Interact with exhibitors representing companies on the cutting-edge of investment in Africa

▲

Close new business deals

▲

MY

REGISTER NOW TO ATTEND THIS ONE-OF-A-KIND EVENT WHERE YOU CAN:

and much more!
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Addis Ababa Chamber of Commerce
and Sectoral Associations (AACCSA)
was established in 1947. AACCSA is an
autonomous, non-governmental, nonpolitical and non-profit organization
established to serve the interest of its
members. The major functions of the
chamber include: promoting trade and
investment, serving as a bridge between
the government and the private sector,
disseminating business information,
consulting government and members on
economic development and business
issues, establishing friendly relationships
with similar chambers in other countries
for the mutual benefits of members and
the provision of arbitration services. Addis
Chamber has been advocating private
sector development and providing business
development and advocacy services to
more than 10,000 of its members for the
past 65 years.
AACCSA is now working with a very
strong commitment to achieve its vision of
being ‘‘a world-class chamber, enabling
the business community to be competitive
locally and internationally, and contribute
to the attainment of the trade and
investment goals of the country.”
The Chamber believes that it should be the
driving force behind unifying businesses
in Addis Ababa, ultimately leading to

VISIT WWW.AFRICACNCL.ORG FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO REGISTER.

economic growth and vitality throughout
the county.
AACCSA has a five-year strategic plan,
with ambitious development goals
including the establishment of a new
Center for Policy Research and Advocacy,
Arbitration Institute, Training Institute
and Trade and Investment Agency. Key
stakeholders include members (businesses
and individuals), government entities,
the public, donors, and other local and
international organizations in Ethiopia and
throughout the world.
The structure of AACCSA has three primary
components:
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
The General Assembly is the supreme body
of AACCSA. The General Assembly meets
once in a year and elects members of the
Board of Directors every two years.
DIRECTORS OF AACCSA’S BOARD
The Board of Directors, including the
president and the vice president, is elected
by the General Assembly. It is mandated
3
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to design and set policies, approve the
programs and budget of the secretariat,
establish working committees and appoint
the Secretary General.
THE SECRETARY GENERAL
The Secretary General, who assumes the
role of Chief Executive Officer, directs the
day-to-today operations of the Chamber
with the support of two Deputy Secretary
Generals and one Director.
The USABC and AACCSA plan to continue
to strengthen their partnership and work
together strategically for the benefit of the
private sector in Ethiopia and the United
States.

The U.S.-Africa Business Center is made possible by
the support of the American people through the United
States Agency for International Development (USAID)
and by CCA. The contents of this document are the sole
responsibility of CCA and do not necessarily reflect the
views of USAID or the United States.

MAKING THE GRADE: TRAINING TO PROTECT CROP VALUE
by Sara Sullivan, Southern Africa Trade Hub Head of Communications
Stored grain
losses in the
Southern African
Development
Community
(SADC) region
(excluding South Africa) range from 15 to
20 percent annually, leaving approximately
1.3 million tons of products damaged
and unsuitable for human
consumption or export. At current
market values, this equates to
approximately $270 million in
lost value every year. Additionally,
a significant amount of grain
produced in the region is never
graded. Instead, grain of varying
qualities is blended without
distinction, which lowers the
overall price of the grain and
prevents export.
The USAID Southern Africa
Trade Hub is partnering with the
Bvumbwe Agricultural Research
Station in Malawi to address these
significant losses with a series of
twelve-day, grain management
workshops. The workshops
are conducted by Agricultural
Sector Education and Training
Authority-certified grain grading
consultants, and cover grain
grading and standards, storage
management and pest prevention.
The first course in Malawi was
held May 20 through June 1. More
courses will take place throughout
2013 in Malawi, Zambia and
Mozambique. In the end, the
courses will have trained 120
people in Malawi alone, from at
least 50 different storage operators,
reaching the majority of formal
grain storage in the country.
The rigorous twelve-day residential
training targets technical and
middle management employees
from certified warehouse receipts
facilities, government, private
traders, feed and grain mills,
and other grain processors.
Twenty-four participants were
trained in Malawi during the first
course, representing producer
cooperatives, emerging grain
traders and warehouse managers. Sixty to
seventy percent of these attendees were
receiving grain training for the very first time.
Frank Kadzakumanja, a structured trade
officer with the Agricultural Commodity
Exchange (ACE) who attended the training,
explained its significance. “Probably the
biggest challenge in warehouse management
is balancing workload and prioritizing tasks.
The other main challenge is keeping up
with technology changes, finding time to
read literature and staying up to date with
new technologies. After the training, I have
acquired more knowledge on the ground
as well as literature that will help ensure all
required procedures are completed and on
time,” he said. Part of Kadzakumanja’s job is
to increase farmers’ awareness of how they

can best manage their grain, but his primary
role is to monitor and manage certified
warehouse receipts facilities to ensure
they are capable of properly grading and
maintaining product.
The Trade Hub’s support for grain grading
training is an integral part of establishing the
Warehouse Receipt System (WRS), which
focuses on training for certified warehouse

receipts storage facilities affiliated with ACE
and with the Auction Holdings Commodity
Exchange. WRS enables farmers to store grain
and sell when prices are favorable, using their
warehouse receipt as collateral for inputs and
other expenses in the meantime. Warehouses
must meet accreditation standards to comply
with insurance requirements and to access
bank financing. Without accurate grading, a
warehouse receipts system cannot function,
as the entire system rests on a guarantee of
definite quality and quantity.
Gloria Liwewe is a warehouse manager
who described the training course as “an
eye opener.” As warehouse manager, it is
her job to receive product and decide how
to store it. After completing twelve days of
The Africa e Journal
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rigorous study, she can now ensure that any
commodity flowing out of the warehouse is
of high quality and better able to conform
to export standards. Because Liwewe has
completed this course, her warehouse can
now function as a certified warehouse receipt
storage facility. This is significant because
grading of farmer deposits enables the
farmers’ access to financing, and the benefits
of the WRS. On a personal level,
she cites aflatoxin mitigation
practices as a special priority due
to the toxins’ link to breast and
cervical cancer in Malawi. Liwewe
also believes that completing
the course will help her face the
challenges of being one of the
few women of her position in the
industry. “Knowledge is power.
With the skills I have learned
from this training I will be able to
perform the tasks that men in this
industry usually do,” she said.
The in-depth introduction
to grain grading techniques
includes technical and handson demonstrations of sampling,
sample preparation, weighing
and calculation of percentage,
moisture determination, sieving
and cleanliness. During the
course, students are taken through
group exercises where they
practice the grading and sampling
themselves, and they also visit
grain warehouses to see what
other players in the industry are
doing. Daily progress tests are
given to each trainee to evaluate
their comprehension. A written
examination is required at the end
of the course, before certification
is granted. All participants in the
June course in Malawi passed
and were awarded competency
certificates.
Bvumbwe Agricultural Research
Station has received funding
assistance from the USAID
Southern Africa Trade Hub to
facilitate and host the training
courses, which includes room
and board for all trainees, to
remove those potential hurdles
to attendance. All courses thus
far have been oversubscribed, due to high
demand.
As Kadzakumanja said, “As a country whose
GDP mostly relies on agriculture, we need to
focus on intensifying grain exports that can
compete on the global market to address the
issue of poverty in Malawi.”

The USAID Southern Africa Trade Hub aims to increase
international competitiveness, intra-regional trade and
food security in the Southern African Development
Community region. Starting in FEBRUARY 2010,
the Trade Hub began delivering targeted technical
assistance to governments, the private sector and civil
society organizations in support of advancing regional
integration and increasing the trade capacity of selected
value chains within Southern Africa.

POWER AFRICA INITIATIVE
TO TACKLE
INVESTMENT BARRIERS

On July 30, CCA’s Energy and Finance
Working Groups co-hosted a roundtable
discussion on the White House’s Power Africa
Initiative. The featured guest speakers were
Andrew Herscowitz, Coordinator of Power
Africa & Trade Africa and Agnes Dasewicz,
the Director of USAID’s Private Capital Group
for Africa.
Herscowitz and Dasewicz gave CCA

DOING BUSINESS
IN MOZAMBIQUE

On July 25, CCA’s Mozambique Working
Group held its first event with guest speakers
from the Embassy of Mozambique: Mr.
Eduardo Zaqueu, Deputy Chief of Mission,
and Ms. Ana Maria Raquel Alberto,
Commercial Counselor. The event, entitled
“Investing in Mozambique,” focused on
trade and investment opportunities for U.S.
investors within Mozambique.
5

members an overview of the Power Africa
initiative, which will encompass nearly ten
GW of critical generation projects in the five
of the Power Africa focus countries, resulting
in over $14.7 billion in investment in these
countries’ power sectors. The initiative is an
interagency undertaking, with commitments
from a variety of U.S. Government agencies,
including USAID, Ex-Im, OPIC, MCC, USTDA
and USADF.
Under this program, the interagency group is
working with African governments and private
sector partners in a transaction-centered
approach. Herscowitz has been appointed
to oversee the interagency program from
Nairobi, Kenya. The team also plans to locate
transaction advisors in each the Power Africa
countries (Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Liberia,
Nigeria and Tanzania) to help tackle barriers
to investment and bring power projects to
completion.
One project already announced under Power
Africa is the “Off-Grid Energy Challenge,” a
$2 million partnership between USADF and
General Electric, which will provide grants
of up to $100,000 to African-owned and
operated enterprises to develop or expand
off-grid electricity projects that benefit rural
and marginal populations. Herscowitz and
Dasewicz said their team anticipates that
several more such projects will be announced
in the near future, as they work to employ
the full USG “toolkit” to promote the
development of Africa’s power sector.
For more information on CCA’s Energy
Working Group and to become involved,
contact Mia Warner at
mwarner@africacncl.org.

AFRICA’S
BIOMETRIC
REVOLUTION

On July 26, CCA’s
ICT Working Group
met to discuss “The
Biometric Revolution:
Economic,
Political and Social
Applications” with
Center for Global
Development Fellow,
Allen Gelb. This
rapidly evolving area
has implications
With its extensive natural gas reserves,
for the delivery of
Mozambique has the potential to be among
Allen Gelb
a range of public
the top three exporters in the world. This
services, as well as for the ability to register
Southern African nation also has three
property and identify clients for financial
major ports in Beira, Maputo and Nacala,
services. The growing use of biometrics has
and is exploring ventures that will increase
led a number of U.S. companies to become
production capacity.
active in applying biometric solutions
Zaqueu and Alberto highlighted investment
to African countries. Gelb discussed
opportunities in other sectors like mining,
how biometrics are being applied in
education, health, construction and
elections, social transfers and civil service
infrastructure. Notable emphasis was placed
administration, and especially in financial
on the new railway from the country’s Tete
and health services. In financial services
Province to Nacala port in the Nampala
biometrics have created new access to
Province. Other infrastructure investments
include the building of new gas power plants credit lines, primarily through ATMs,
smartcards and innovative ways to access
in order to revamp the country’s power
money such as rural credit fingerprinting.
sector. Transmission lines are also being
Biometric health solutions have also been
constructed from the north to the south of
the country, in a bid to increase access to
growing rapidly, with tracking treatments
power in communities outside of Maputo.
in post-natal care, tuberculosis and HIV/
Mozambique currently exports its electricity
AIDs providing user-specific and timely
to South Africa, where it is processed and
health reports. Biometrics open numerous
imported back into the country.
opportunities for the private sector in
Africa, but poor planning from publicMozambique provides a potentially high rate
private-partnerships, or overall scope and
of return on investment. The government is
tackling high interest rates within the country, scale of implementation can be barriers to
applying large-scale and efficient solutions.
which hinder the growth of locally owned
businesses. Other initiatives taking place in
Spending money on biometrics for
the country include increasing food security,
elections were noted as one of the biggest
which has been spearheaded by the Ministry
areas where biometrics have often turned
of Agriculture and Ministry of Health. In
out to be a waste, primarily due to poor
conclusion, Zaqueu and Alberto reaffirmed
planning and last-minute implementation.
the U.S. as an ideal trading partner for
Gelb concluded the discussion by inviting
Mozambique as the country heads toward its
more companies to become involved in
goal of increased capacity building, especially biometrics in Africa, as more than half
in regard to natural gas exploration.
of current projects in biometrics on the
continent are donor-funded.
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CCA MEMBER PROFILES
the business efforts of more than 1,000
companies. In recognition of these efforts,
Delphos International was awarded the U.S.
President’s “E” Award for Export Service and
received three “Deal of the Year” awards
from Project Finance magazine. Delphos is
a charter member of the Overseas Private
Investment Corporation’s (“OPIC”) Enterprise
Development Network. In addition, we also
act as a financial and business advisor to
OPIC, U.S. Ex-Im Bank’s Structured Finance
Division, and U.S. Trade and Development
Agency (USTDA).
Since 1993 Delphos has raised over $1.3
billion in capital for firms and governments in
Africa. Specifically, the firm has secured over
$300 million in debt and equity for Africa
Telecommunications, Media and Technology

Fund and its portfolio company Wananchi
Group from OPIC, Export Development
Canada, Standard Bank and others. Delphos
advised the Government of Botswana and
Botswana Power Corporation on the financing
of the $1.6 billion 600 MW Morupule B coalfired power project, which received the 2009
Deal of the Year for African Power by Project
Finance and PFI magazines. In addition,
the firm has led or participated in multiple
USTDA and other donor-funded feasibility
studies (including contracts in Botswana,
Ghana, Cameroon, Morocco, Nigeria, South
Africa and Rwanda).
For more information, visit
www.delphosinternational.com or
contact Brian Tarmey at
btarmey@delphosinternational.com.

Philips has had a presence in Africa for over
100 years and is committed to providing
effective solutions to the continent’s diverse
markets.
Philips believes a healthy Africa begins with
healthy women, and that women are the
thread that holds the fabric of Africa together,
sustaining healthy families. The Philips Fabric
of Africa campaign is a pan-Africa initiative
focused on non-communicable diseases,
maternal and child health and healthcare
infrastructure, rehabilitation and training.

The campaign’s purpose is to initiate new
healthcare collaborations across the continent
to provide sustainable solutions.
NCDs are an important part of the post 2015
global development agenda, with NCDrelated deaths in Africa projected to surpass
deaths from other conditions such as HIV
and Malaria by 2030. We have a proven
track record in delivering health technologies
and diagnostic solutions in the area of NCDs
across Africa and globally.
A growing continent also needs lighting
solutions to support the increased
urbanization infrastructure demands and vast
geographical challenges. Philips is delivering
on and off-grid lighting solutions that bring

about energy savings, increased productivity,
and social benefits: from creating livable cities
with cutting edge LED lighting and control
systems to placing solar lanterns in rural
villages.
Philips is addressing a broad spectrum of
the African market with innovative, lowresource setting, appropriate technologies
and solutions through engagement with
both public and private institutions and
stakeholders in the development community,
to provide financing solutions, technical
assistance and long standing expertise in both
the lighting and healthcare sectors.
For more information please visit
www.philips.com.

Based in Louisiana, USA and emerging
from the world-renowned Schaffer Group
of Companies, Schaffer International
Services, LLC (SIS) is a majority womanowned small business, poised to continue
working worldwide and throughout Africa
in the agribusiness, food security, renewable
energy and related infrastructure sectors.
SIS possesses the capabilities, together
with strategic partnerships and alliances to

manage and coordinate all aspects of project
development, definition, financial structuring,
environmental and social impact assessments,
orientation visits, trade missions, procurement
services, training and project implementation.
SIS prides itself on relationships built and
maintained over the years and recognizes that
its stakeholders, clients and partners are all
critical and vital to the company’s success.
Utilizing its members, consultants and
partnerships/alliances enables SIS to provide
integrated solutions to serve unique needs
in challenging environments and emerging
markets.
SIS and predecessors, completing over 900

projects in our 50 years of international
involvement, possess extensive experience in
the agro-industrial and renewable energies
sectors, with a complement of consulting,
advisory and technical assistance services
to support SIS’s developments. SIS services
and expertise have been utilized in over 60
countries worldwide, and over 20 countries
in Africa.
For more information, visit
www.schafferinternational.com
or contact us at
+1 (225) 663-2592 or info@fcschaffer.com.

U.S. Bridge has been fabricating vehicular
and pedestrian steel bridges since 1936.
With a full range of bridge styles including
their Liberty Series Modular Panel bridge,
which has been designed for temporary or
permanent applications, U.S. Bridge can
meet the ever present infrastructure bridge
requirements for both rural roads and
highway overpasses.
The company has designed, engineered,
fabricated and shipped steel vehicular

bridges throughout the world including
countries in Africa. With more than
25,000 m2 of engineering, technology and
fabricating facilities on 2.5 hectares, U.S.
Bridge is represented globally through a
growing network of experienced agents and
distributors.
U.S. Bridge maintains a large inventory of
bridge components that are immediately
available for emergency bridge usage on
a permanent or rental basis and can be
launched or set with a crane. The company’s
emergency bridges can accommodate clear
span lengths of up to 200’ with varying widths
from one to three lanes. Pre-assembly of the
trusses is available which reduces on-site
construction costs and expedites the erection
process.

Valuable, on-site technical and installation
assistance is available at various stages
throughout the project ensuring that each and
every bridge they fabricate is assembled as
quickly and efficiently as possible.
A wealth of general and technical information
is available on their new website including
bridge styles, case studies, accessories and
engineering tools that will enable U.S.
Bridge’s customers to determine the right
specifications and requirements for their
bridge projects.
For additional information, please contact
Rajat Shah at 001 (303) 697-7739 or
Dan Rogovin at 001 (614) 893-6555.

Delphos International is a Washington,
D.C.-based independent financial advisory
firm, which specializes in providing
development and project structuring advice
and raising financing for infrastructure
projects in emerging markets. Since 1987,
we have arranged more than $10 billion in
loans, loan guarantees, equity and grants
from government agencies to support
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE ...continued from front page.
CEMAC is entirely of central African
Francophone countries, and ECOWAS is
a mix of Anglophone and Francophone
countries. SADC is controlled by the sheer
scale of the economy of South Africa, and
Nigeria is the behemoth of West Africa. Kenya
and Egypt are the two strongest economies
of COMESA, but Egypt, even before the
most recent internal strife, had an identity
crisis, often arguing that it was African, while
remaining firmly in Middle Eastern politics.
Essentially, the economic communities are too
big and too diverse to develop a region-wide
plan, or simply too lacking in infrastructure
at this time to become an effective unit. Yet
regionalization is essential to development
throughout the continent.
The current U.S. administration has decided
to focus on a sub-regional group as the most
effective means to support regionalization,
and it is hard to argue with the strategy. Work
with a smaller group of nations, one that is
more advanced economically and with a
relatively better infrastructure, get it right as
an example for others, and then move on
from there.
The sub-region is actually its own economic
community, the East Africa Community (EAC),
comprised of Burundi, Rwanda, Kenya,
Uganda and Tanzania. (The first four nations
are also members of COMESA, but Tanzania
is a member of SADC.) South Sudan hopes to
join the community but that is an issue still
unresolved. Its stage of development is far
behind any of the others in the region.
There was a previous East Africa Community,
which existed after independence as an
economic union between Kenya, Uganda
and Tanzania, but the union was eventually
dissolved and only recently was the East
Africa Community resurrected, this time
including Rwanda and Burundi. Although
Rwanda and Burundi are Francophone
countries, President Kagame of Rwanda
has made English an official language of
the country. Burundi, the least developed
of the five countries, is recovering from
war and internal strife and is far behind
the others, although one of the region’s
major development banks, PTI, is based in
Bujumbura, the capital.

U.S. economic assistance is expected to focus
on East Africa. Power Africa and Trade Africa,
two of the main pillars of Obama’s Africa
Initiative, will focus considerable efforts on
the region and my own organization, The
Corporate Council on Africa, has agreed to be
the private sector partner for the East Africa
Business Council, the private sector arm of
the EAC. A major goal will be to develop the
private sectors of the five countries.
It will not be easy, with or without U.S.
assistance. Kenya is by far the dominant
economy, something that both Uganda
and Tanzania resent, and the latter two are
reluctant to agree to anything that strengthens
the Kenyan economy, the linchpin of East
Africa, without first developing their own
economies. Rwanda is developing itself as
Africa’s IT center, and if successful, will be the
key to IT for the region and beyond. However,
as a landlocked nation, it is dependent on
transportation routes through Kenya for its
path to international shipping.
Burundi’s plans are less clear. Its borders with
the Democratic Republic of Congo, and the
unrest in Eastern Congo, are constant cause
for concern. One of its greatest challenges is
developing a stable society economically and
politically. For this region to be successful
as an economic community and as a prime
destination for investment and development
it will need to remain politically stable.
Kenya, Burundi and Uganda especially have
shown signs of political discord over the
past two or three years, and those issues
must be addressed if development is to be
fully effective. Major crises in any will set
the region back for years again. In Uganda,
Museveni is ruling with an increasingly strong
hand, and in Kenya, there remains political
uncertainty until the charges against Kenyatta
are either dismissed or resolved.
Yet the rewards for the region and beyond
are immense if the countries can become an
effective regional economic community. It
could become the example for the continent
and an anchor for peaceful economic and
political relations. Its success would only
encourage others.
This message was originally published as part of a
weekly blog written by Stephen Hayes for
U.S. News & World Report.

TRANSITIONS

CCA welcomes new members Veling
Ltd and Seafarer International, LLC and
new staff member Tesia Love, Director of
Marketing and Public Relations.

RECENT EVENTS
7/18: Energy Working Group presents

Financing Power Projects in Africa with
guest speakers Rick Angiuoni and Steven
Mayo, U.S. Export-Import Bank

7/23: Security Working Group presents

A Discussion on ACOTA with guest
speaker Scott Fisher, Regional Operations
Manager, African Contingency
Operations Training and Assistance
Program, Bureau of African Affairs,
Department of State

7/25: Mozambique Working Group

presents Investing in Mozambique
with guest speakers Eduardo Zaqueu,
Deputy Chief of Mission, Embassy of
Mozambique and Ana Maria Raquel
Alberto, Commercial Counselor, Embassy
of Mozambique

7/26: ICT Working Group presents The

Biometric Revolution: Economic, Political
and Social Applications with guest
speaker Alan Gelb, Senior Fellow at the
Center for Global Development

7/30: Finance and Energy Working

Groups present An Overview of the
White House Power Africa Initiative with
guest speakers Agnes Dasewicz, Director,
Private Capital Group for Africa, USAID
and Andrew Herscowitz, Coordinator,
Power Africa & Trade Africa, USAID

8/9-11: 2013 AGOA Forum,

Sustainable Transformation through Trade
and Technology, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
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The Corporate
Council on Africa
(CCA), established in
1993, is at the forefront
of strengthening
and facilitating the
commercial relationship
between the United States and the
African continent. CCA works closely
with governments, multilateral groups
and business to improve the African
continent’s trade and investment climate,
and to raise the profile of Africa in the
U.S. business community.
CCA members believe that Africa’s future
success depends upon the ability of its
entrepreneurs and business people to
create and retain wealth through private
enterprise.

MEMBERS OF THE CORPORATE COUNCIL ON AFRICA
Abt Associates, Inc.
ACDI/VOCA
Acrow Corporation
Advanced African Solutions
AES Corporation
Africa Atlantic
Africa Continental Holdings
African Leadership Development Council
AGCO Corporation
AllAfrica Global Media
Alstom Egypt
American Patriot Solar Community
Anadarko Petroleum Corporation
APR Energy, LLC
Baird’s U.S. LLC
Baker Hostetler, LLP
Biowish Africa Ltd
Black & Veatch
Bloomberg
Bode Technology Group, Inc.
Boulle Mining Group
BroadReach Healthcare
CAMAC International
Captain Consultants, LLC
Cardno
Cargill
Caterpillar, Inc.
Chevron Corporation
Cohen & Woods International, Inc.
Commerce Ghana, LLC
Computer Frontiers, Inc.
Covington & Burling LLP
CRDB Bank, PLC
Cummins, Inc.
Dangote Group
Danya International
Delphos International
Dentons
De Villiers, Inc.
Development Alternatives, Inc.
Development Finance International, Inc.
DLA Piper LLP
Dynamic Corporation
EAI Information Systems
Eleqtra
Emerging Capital Partners
Emery Mukendi Wafwana & Associates, P.C.
Energy International, Inc
Engility
EOD Technology, Inc.
ERHC Energy Inc.

Escambia Enterprises, LLC
Eskom
Essex Construction
Ethiopian Airlines
Eurasia Group
Exxon Mobil Corporation
Fayus, Inc.
Firestone Natural Rubber Company, LLC
Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold, Inc.
General Electric Company
Global Business School Network
Good Works International
Graebel
GrainPro, Inc.
GreenbergTraurig, LLP
Groupe Jeune Afrique
Harith Fund Managers
Heirs Holdings Ltd.
Hess Corporation
Hyperdynamics Corporation
IAP Worldwide Services
IBM
Index Brook Ltd.
International Conservation Caucus Foundation
International Relief and Development
ISOA
Jefferson Waterman International
JHPIEGO
Joint Aid Management (JAM)
Kenya Airways
Khafra Engineering Consultants
Kosmos Energy
KPMG South Africa
KRL International, LLC
Land O’Lakes, Inc.
Lazare Kaplan International, Inc.
LDB Consulting
Learning Centers Development Group
Lion’s Head Africa Ltd.
LONRHO
Mabey Inc.
Manchester Trade/CTD America
Marathon Oil Company
Mars, Incorporated
McLarty Associates
MEBS International
Medtronic
Merck
Microsoft Corporation
Minority Business Development Agency
MITC Investimentos Lda.

Motorola Solutions
National 4-H Council
Nationwide Equipment
NBA South Africa Basketball
Noble Energy, Inc.
Novus International, Inc.
Oracle Corporation
PAE
Pan African Capital Group, LLC
Parker Associates Global, LLC
Pioneer Hi-Bred International
Philips
Polsinelli Shugart PC
PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
Procter & Gamble
Project Development International
Rabin Martin
REED Incorporated
Resolute Marine Energy, Inc.
Roth Construction, Inc.
Ryberg & Smith, LLP
Samuels International Associates, Inc.
Satarem
Schaffer International Services (SIS)
SEAFARER International, LLC
Shell
Sithe Global
SOC
South African Airways
Standard Bank Group, Ltd.
Star Building Systems
Sunrock Institute
SupplyCore/ICRC
Symbion Power
Telkom SA SOC Limited
The Africa Channel
The Boeing Company
The Coca Cola Company
The Whitaker Group
United Bank for Africa, Plc.
U.S. Bridge Export Sales Co.
U.S. Pharmacopeial Convention (USP)
Veling Ltd.
Walmart
WaterHealth International
West Construction, Inc.
World Cocoa Foundation
Zephyr Management
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KEEP UP WITH ALL THE LATEST CCA NEWS AND EVENTS!
twitter.com/corpcnclafrica
facebook.com/CorporateCouncilonAfrica
linkedin.com/company/corporate-council-on-africa

Scan this code
to your Smart Phone
to get instantly
connected to CCA
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